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STATES SEND SOS TO CENTRE 

States have urgently petitioned the Centre seeking compensation for a slump in 
goods and services tax (GST) collections as well as the flexibility to borrow 
more from the markets as they seek to cope with the Covid-19 outbreak.  

Punjab has sought the release of Rs 6,000 crore toward GST compensation and 
immediate release of about Rs 2,000 crore pending GST arrears.  

Rajasthan said the central government owes it Rs 11,000 crore until February.  

Bihar deputy chief minister Sushil Modi, however, said that some states were 
playing politics on the issue of dues.  

 



“States need some relief,” Rajasthan deputy chief minister Sachin Pilot said. 
“They have to incur additional expenditure on health and providing ration.” 

“Even if we take the 2018-19 GSDP (gross state domestic product) data and 
assume that states spend 1% of this GSDP extra, it will be an additional 
expenditure of Rs 1.6 lakh crore,” SBI chief economist Soumya Kanti Ghosh said 
in a note.  

“It will be… foolhardy to practice fiscal austerity as of now. Covid-19 is making 
us take a hard look at the way we have shaped this world.”  

For FY21, the states had been expecting growth of around 17% in tax collections, 
but given the tough economic conditions, it could be in single digits. 



State government officials say the lockdown has dried up revenue sources 
under their domain such as fuel, liquor, stamp duty and road passenger 
revenues.  

The lower collection of central taxes means they will get less by way of 
devolution as well.  

“States’ own revenues have come down... Centre has direct tax revenues,” Isaac 
said. “It should give to states what is owed to them as per the law... Centre can 
borrow and give funds to states.”  



Liquidity Lifeline 

India’s startups are lobbying the government for a lifeline as they cope with an 
existential liquidity crisis. 

Half of them may be forced to close if no support is forthcoming, according to 
one of the letters sent to the finance minister.  

Startups sought loans free of interest or linked to income tax and goods and 
service tax (GST) refunds to meet funding needs. 

The startups want public sector banks and state-controlled Small Industries 
Development Bank of India (Sidbi), the implementing agency of the Rs 10,000 
crore Fund-of-Funds, to offer loans up to the full extent of the refunds they’re 
due.  



This will provide startups with liquidity for the near-to-short-term without 
stressing government resources, the note said.  

Startups want that some or all of CSR (corporate social responsibility) funds be 
permitted into startups as grants. 

Companies should be allowed to invest in startups and avail CSR benefits and 
claim it’s CSR. 

Some of the top startups in the country are reported to have started cutting 
staff costs.  

 



HYDROXYCHLOROQUINE  

India may consider relaxing restrictions on the export of hydroxychloroquine, 
used for Covid-19 treatment, a day after US president Donald Trump publicly 
appealed to Prime Minister Narendra Modi to allow its exports.  
The drug has been touted as a ‘game changer’ by President Trump 

The government may place it in the restricted list which means that exports 
will not be banned and will be allowed for companies which apply and take a no 
objection certificate. 

The export of the drug may be allowed on a case-by-case basis. 

A meeting called by the cabinet secretary on Sunday and attended by the health 
secretary and pharmaceuticals department officials discussed this issue in 
detail. 
Officials said that the “industry has enough stock” of the drug in the country.  



The Covid-19 National Containment Plan has also recommended 
hydroxychloroquine as a preventive measure for all those individuals moving 
out of the quarantined containment zones for essential services and also for 
household members of Covid-19 infected patients.  



FUEL 

OPEC and Russia have postponed a Monday meeting to discuss oil output cuts 
until April 9. 

The delay came amid pressure from U.S. President Donald Trump for the 
Organization of the Petroleum Exporting Countries led by Saudi Arabia and its 
allies, a group collectively known as OPEC+, to urgently stabilise global oil 
markets. 

Oil prices hit an 18-year low on March 30 due to a slump in demand caused by 
lockdowns to contain the coronavirus outbreak and the failure of OPEC and 
other producers led by Russia to extend a deal on output curbs that expired on 
March 31. 



OPEC+ is working on a deal to cut the production of oil equivalent by about 10% 
of world supply, or 10 million barrels per day, in what member states expect to 
be an unprecedented global effort including the United States. 

OPEC sources later downplayed the Saudi-Russia row, saying the atmosphere 
was still positive, although there was no draft deal yet nor agreement on details 
such as a reference level from which to make the production cuts. 

Oil recovered from this week's lows of $20 per barrel with Brent settling at 
$34.11 on Friday, still far below the $66 level at the end of 2019. 

"If I have to do tariffs on oil coming from outside or if I have to do something to 
protect our ... tens of thousands of energy workers and our great companies 
that produce all these jobs, I'll do whatever I have to do," Trump told reporters 
in a briefing about the coronavirus outbreak. 



It is illegal for oil producers to meet to discuss pushing up oil prices under U.S. 
antitrust law, but perfectly legal if state regulators or the federal government 
set lower production levels for them, U.S. antitrust experts said on Friday.  

Still, the oil price crash has spurred regulators in Texas, the heart of U.S. oil 
production, to consider regulating output for the first time in nearly 50 years. 

Russian Energy Minister Alexander Novak told Russian state media he 
understood that the United States had legal restrictions on output cuts but it 
should still be flexible. 

Norway, Western Europe's largest oil and gas producer, said on Saturday it 
would consider cuts to its oil output if a wide global deal is agreed. 

The International Energy Agency warned on Friday that a cut of 10 million bpd 
would not be enough to counter the huge fall in oil demand. 



FOOD SUPPLIES 

The government has asked food industry players to ramp-up production of food 
products to avoid any supply side shocks and shortages amid the ongoing 
nationwide lockdown. 

The Department for Promotion of Industry and Internal Trade (DPIIT) has 
reached out to all industries linked to food to increase production to maintain 
uninterrupted supply and has asked state governments to facilitate the 
functioning of food processing units. 

Britannia Industries had urged the government to ensure interstate movement 
of raw material for the food processing industry. 



This includes suppliers of raw materials and packaging material, food 
manufacturing factories, factory workers, transporters of material and finished 
goods, depots, wholesalers, distributors and their salespeople.  

If not done at the earliest, the country could run out of stocks of packaged food 
in a few days, it said. 

The commerce and industry ministry is reviewing the supply-side bottlenecks, 
but the issue of reaching out to food producing companies came up at a joint 
meeting of various ministries last week. 

“We are also coordinating with states wherever they are facing lockdown-
related problems,” the official added. 



The department last week set up a control room to monitor the supply of 
essential commodities, the real-time status of transportation and delivery of 
goods, manufacturing, delivery of essential commodities and difficulties being 
faced by various stakeholders.  

The control room is a one-stop destination for manufacturing, transporter, 
distributor, wholesaler or e-commerce companies facing ground level 
difficulties in transport and distribution of goods or mobilization of resources.  

The home ministry has directed all states and Union Territories to allow 
transportation of all goods, without distinction of essential and non-essential, 
during the lockdown period. 

The entire supply chain of milk collection and distribution, including its packing 
materials, is allowed during the lockdown period.  



QUESTION 

Retirement fund body Employees' Provident Fund Organisation will accept 
online its subscribers' ____________ as valid proof to rectify their date of birth to 
ensure that the account is KYC compliant. 

Under the Fiscal Responsibility and Budget Management (FRBM) Act, states are 
allowed a fiscal deficit of up to ___ of GSDP. 
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